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Chapter 1. Abstract and Introduction 

1.1: Abstract 

 The structure and properties of benzene chromium tricarbonyl (C6H6Cr(CO)3, BCT) were 

studied using infrared spectroscopy. BCT was found to undergo torsional motion about the 

arene-metal bond with a barrier roughly half of kBT and the reaction coordinate was mapped 

using density functional theory (DFT). Using ultrafast two-dimensional infrared spectroscopy, 

the torsional motion was found to occur on a ~3ps timescale and was independent of solvent 

viscosity. The metal-carbonyl bond of BCT can be dissociated using a broadband UV source; 

geminate rebinding measurements provide the ability to determine the conformation of BCT 

complexed with β-cyclodextrin. It was determined that there are two complexes: one with the 

carbonyl ligands pointing out of the hydrophobic cavity and one with them pointing into the 

cavity. BCT was then complexed to cholesterol in an attempt to study the constrained water 

environment in reverse micelles. Due to the lack of charge attraction between BCT and the 

micelle head groups, localization at the water-micelle interface was difficult to accomplish; to 

combat this sodium thiocyanate was used in studies of micelles as well and was found to be 

localized inside the polar water cavity. 
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1.2: Introduction 

Spectroscopy is a powerful tool for understanding the underlying interactions of atoms 

and molecules. From early-20th century experiments, the duality of light as both a particle and a 

wave allowed for the enhanced understanding of light-matter interactions using quantum 

mechanics. Depending on the energy of a photon, which is proportional to its frequency, a 

variety of different outcomes can occur depending on the composition of the target atom, 

molecule, or cluster. In general, the field will interact with the target in some way, either 

transferring energy (absorption), or deflecting its path (scattering). For spectroscopy, the focus is 

on the transfer of energy from a photon causing a molecule to enter excited states. 

Molecules contain a number of rotational, vibrational, and electronic energy levels that 

can be accessed with enough energy from an incident photon. A “ground” or lowest energy level 

is most commonly populated at room temperature and the distribution of the energy level 

population is characterized through a Boltzmann distribution. To excite a molecule to a higher 

electronic, vibrational, or rotational state, the field must match the energy difference of the two 

modes and have a nonzero transition moment. Thus, microwave radiation may be used to excite 

rotational modes, infrared radiation is used to excite vibrational states, and ultraviolet as well as 

visible radiation is used to excite electronic transitions. 

Vibrational spectroscopy has a number of common uses, including functional group 

determination for synthesis applications. Atoms have different masses, and treating vibrations 

using a harmonic oscillator model allows fairly accurate determination of the appropriate 

vibrational frequencies. Another important, but more subtle application of infrared spectroscopy 

is the effect of environment on the vibrational frequency and line width. For instance, in general 

a vibrational mode will broaden in more polar solvents compared to apolar solvents as the 
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fluctuating solvent molecules create a changing electric field that affects the motion of the atoms. 

These sorts of effects can be observed in linear IR spectra, but for equilibrium studies and 

ultrafast reaction kinetics, the nuances of molecular motion are often lost as the linear technique 

only measures what energy was absorbed, not how the energy evolves with time. For this sort of 

measurement, another dimension needs to be added so that the frequency detected can be 

correlated with the frequency excited. One shortcoming of absorptive infrared measurements is 

that signal intensity and elevation above background noise are low due to the longer time 

averaging takes compared to interferometry-based methods, so only strong vibrational modes can 

be accurately distinguished from the background.  

The location of metal carbonyl vibrational stretches in the “clear window” (1850-2100 

cm-1) of the infrared spectrum, free of interference from common spectral contaminants such as 

carbon dioxide and water vapor, makes them suitable as probes of complex environments. These 

compounds are ideally suited to 2D-IR spectroscopy, a method in third-order nonlinear 

spectroscopy that gives information about how two vibrational frequencies are correlated. Metal 

carbonyl containing compounds have shown promise bound to proteins to probe solvent 

dynamics at the solvent-protein interface1. They have also been useful understanding 

isomerization pathways that occur on picosecond timescales2,3.  

Piano-stool compounds represent an interesting class of simple metal carbonyl 

compounds and have been well studied due to their overall structural simplicity. One interest of 

past researchers is the ability of some piano-stool complexes to undergo torsional motion around 

an arene-metal bond4,5. With recent advances in nanotechnology and engineering, it has proved 

possible to create synthetic molecular rotors that exhibit unidirectional motion, provided there is 

some external driving force6,7. Ultrafast fluorescence suggests that optical control of the excited 
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state can be used to modulate unidirectional torsional motion of light-activated molecular rotors, 

providing an interesting way to provide the equivalent of a “power-stroke” as seen in 

conventional engines. However, while the processes required to drive a rotor in one direction 

have been well characterized, the equilibrium interactions of the rotor and solvent have not been 

nearly as well studied. The laws of thermodynamics dictate unidirectional motion at equilibrium 

is unachievable8. In contrast with typical macroscopic machines, designing a nano-machine 

requires understanding both the active interactions driving the unidirectional motion and the 

passive interactions between the machine and the surrounding environment. The latter can be 

studied under equilibrium conditions, providing insight into the effect microscopic friction can 

have on a synthetic rotor.  

Benzene chromium tricarbonyl (C6H6Cr(CO)3, BCT, Fig. 1) is a particularly intriguing 

piano-stool compound as it has been found to undergo torsional 

motion9, and the benzene ring can be functionalized to study 

biological systems. Complexation of BCT with β-cyclodextrin, 

which contains a relatively hydrophobic cavity compared to the 

aqueous environment, provides a good model for molecular 

recognition. Functionalizing the benzene ring with an acidic group 

allows the probe to attach to biologically relevant molecules like 

cholesterol, which can be incorporated into larger systems such as micelles or proteins with the 

hope of studying constrained water. The solvent interaction with large biomolecules often relies 

upon the hypothesis that water near membranes behaves differently than bulk water10. Reverse-

micelles with a polar core and a nonpolar exterior provide an opportunity to study constrained 

water dynamics at the micelle interface in a very controlled environment. 

Figure 1: A 3D ball and 
stick model of BCT. 
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 The aim of this work is to investigate the properties of BCT and their applicability to 

ultrafast spectroscopy of complex chemical and biological systems. Using ultrafast 2D-IR 

spectroscopy, we can observe molecular dynamics at femtosecond timescales providing 

information on the fastest motions molecules undergo. First, the internal torsional reaction 

coordinate of BCT will be discussed within the framework of ultrafast spectroscopy and kinetics. 

Second, BCT will be attached to a variety of molecules in an effort to study constrained solvent 

dynamics in biological systems. 
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Chapter 2. Methods and Theoretical Background 

 

2.1: BCT Complexation with Cyclodextrin and Side-chain Modification 

 BCT and β-CD were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and were used without further 

purification, as were all solvents including those used in filtration steps. The procedure for 

creation of the host-guest inclusion complex was modified from a similar procedure for 

cyclopentadienyl manganese tricarbonyl (CMT)11. BCT was ground from factory crystals to a 

fine powder, and then combined with β-CD in water at 60ºC for 2 hours. The inclusion complex 

is virtually insoluble in water, and can be vacuum filtered out of the reaction mixture. A light 

yellow powder was obtained following a wash with water and benzene to remove unreacted BCT 

and β-CD. BCT with a carboxylic acid functionalized benzene ring was purchased from Sigma 

Aldrich and used in a Steglich esterification procedure to form ester linkages to alcohols such as 

glycerol and cholesterol for use in micelle studies. 

 

2.2: Reverse Micelle Creation and Methods for Inclusion 

 Reverse micelles with a polar water cavity were created with both negatively charged 

head groups (dioctyl sodium sulfosuccinate, AOT) and positively charged head groups 

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of a micelle showing the polar water core (A), the micelle interface (B), and the 
organic bulk phase (C). The red micelle head group is typically charged. 
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(ammonium bromide). A schematic of a reverse micelle and the zones for a guest molecule to 

reside are shown in Fig. 2. Three different chain length ammonium bromide molecules were 

used to give differing cavity radii: cetrimonium bromide (CTAB), tetradecyltrimethylammonium 

bromide (TTAB), and dodecyltrimethylammonium bromide (DTAB). AOT was purified using a 

literature protocol12; the ammonium bromide molecules were used as received from Sigma  

Aldrich.  

For AOT micelles, the size of the micelle has been found to vary with parameter w0, defined as: 

𝑤! =
[!"#$%]
[!"#]  (1) 

The ratio of w0 can be varied to give different size cavity reverse micelles. A procedure similar to 

the literature was used for formation of micelles12, where a 50mM solution of AOT in isooctane 

was vortex mixed, sonicated, and stirred before addition of the BCT side chain derivative 

dissolved in water. The size of AOT micelles was determined using an ALV Dynamic Light 

Scattering (DLS) apparatus with a Coherent Innova 70C laser as the light source centered at 498 

nm. DLS is a technique that measures the size of the particles based on the Rayleigh scattering of 

the light, for this experiment the scattering angle for detection was set to 90º and 60º with 

consistent results for the radius of the micelles.  

 The ammonium bromide reverse micelles were prepared similarly, in accordance with a 

past literature method13, with the exception that isooctane was used instead of hexane and 

hexanol was used as the stabilizing agent. Because the presence of the stabilizing agent could 

affect the spectra and lead to preferential solvation effects, for the ammonium bromide series of 

micelles dichloromethane (DCM) dissolves the lipids and creates stable phases without a co-

solvent so it was used instead of the isooctane. As with the AOT reverse micelles, the water 

added (w0 = 4) to form the polar core contained the BCT side chain derivative. Due to the fact 
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that ammonium bromide groups are positively charged, a negatively charged probe (sodium 

thiocyanate, NaSCN) was used as well to see if electrostatic attraction caused better inclusion of 

the probe in the water cavity as opposed to being in the bulk nonpolar phase. 

 
2.3: Fourier-transform Infrared Spectroscopy 

 Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) was utilized to characterize the 

vibrational modes of BCT before any two-dimensional studies could be undertaken. In addition, 

the characteristic vibrational modes of a particular molecule shift depending on their 

environment; in many cases this can be easily seen with an FTIR. The downfall of FTIR is the 

inability to time-resolve any shifts in the spectrum that occur faster than a few seconds. Worse 

still is that one lacks an ability to decouple homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening, so any 

hypothesis explaining the changing line width is possible. To obtain information about the 

underlying processes causing the change in line shape, multi-dimensional spectroscopy must be 

used and is explained in more detail in the following section. Thus, fast chemical exchange and 

molecular reorientation appear purely as average states in an FTIR spectrum and the individual 

species are unresolvable.  

FTIR spectra were taken using a Jasco FTIR-4100 spectrometer. Sample cells consisted 

of a 100µm Teflon spacer placed between two 3mm thick calcium fluoride windows. A 

background scan of the matrix was used as a blank to allow for easier differentiation from the 

sample. It is important for accurate measurement of the properties of a molecule in solution that 

it be in as homogenous a phase as possible. To that end, samples were vortex mixed and 

sonicated in order to promote mixing. In addition, samples of BCT and BCT complexes were 

prepared at low concentrations, near 5 mM to avoid any potential aggregation effects. Micelles 

studied using FTIR were prepared to as large a concentration as was able to be solvated due to a 
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need to overcome the low optical density. This low optical density stems from the fact that 

relative to BCT and other tricarbonyl probes; micelles are fairly large and have a tendency to 

scatter light. Linear alkane and alcohol solvents were used as received, with no further 

purification. FTIR spectra were exported as ASCII files and analyzed using MATLAB09 to 

normalize the series of spectra by area. For photodissociation studies of the carbonyls, a 

broadband UV lamp was mounted on an O-ring and positioned so it constantly irradiated the 

FTIR sample and measurements were made every few seconds. 

 

2.4: 2D-IR Spectroscopy 

 2D-IR is a method in third-order nonlinear spectroscopy; so named because of the three 

field interactions with the sample (Fig. 3) required for the experiment and the usage of nonlinear 

optical processes to manipulate the frequency of the light. The method is used for correlating the 

excited frequency with where the energy from that vibrational mode evolves to (detected 

frequency), as a function of time. The method allows for the resolution of states that could be 

inhomogenously broadening the linear spectrum and 

allows for time resolution of interconversion 

between these states. Inhomogeneous broadening 

results from the different available microstates that 

have slightly different individual vibrational modes. 

When many vibrational microstates are sampled, we 

obtain a vibrational mode that has a characteristic 

width corresponding to the number of states sampled. For instance, water molecules do not have 

constant length hydrogen bonds; rather, the bond lengths vary and the slightly differing 

Figure 3: The pulse sequence diagram for 
2DIR experiments. 
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environments affect the electron density, in turn affecting the vibrational frequency. A 1D 

infrared spectrum cannot tell you, in principle, if an inhomogeneously broadened band spectrally 

diffuses or not, nor is the method fast enough to provide any time resolution even if it could. 

While it is possible in some cases to make predictions about the 2D spectra from the line shape14 

of the linear FTIR spectra, the models lose some dynamical information that may only be gained 

from a 2DIR spectrum. Time resolution in the femtosecond and picosecond range allows for 

experimenters to follow reactions on ultrafast timescales, allowing for resolution of solvent 

reorganization and rapidly isomerizing molecules1,15.   

The procedure for 2DIR experiments conducted in the Kubarych lab has been described 

in detail16. Briefly, 2DIR involves excitation of a sample into a vibrational coherence with an 

infrared pulse signified by t1, then into a vibrational population with a second pulse. After a 

period called the waiting time and signified by t2, a third pulse puts the sample back into a 

vibrational coherence and it is detected as ω3, or the detected frequency. The t1 coherence time is 

Fourier transformed into the frequency domain, yielding the excited frequency ω1. During the t2 

time depending on the nature of the system either spectral diffusion or chemical exchange can 

occur and are discussed below. The infrared pulses are generated from a Ti:sapphire laser, 

centered at 800 nm with a 1 kHz repetition rate. In order to generate IR pulses, the beams are 

passed through a birefringent crystal of β-barium borate (BBO) in a dual optical parametric 

amplifier (OPA) followed by difference-frequency generation in separate GaSe crystals. The first 

beam is split, forming the first two pulses, and the beams are arranged in a box geometry, which 

then all converge at the sample generating the signal. The signal and reference local oscillator are 

upconverted by sum-frequency generation into the visible region in order to make detection 

easier, capable of detection by a standard 1340 x 100 pixel silicon CCD. This allows for the 
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detection of the entire infrared region without the need for a much more expensive infrared 

detector.  

During the t2 waiting time, the vibrationally excited system evolves. There are two major 

regimes that are often applicable: spectral diffusion and chemical exchange. Both regimes are 

used to describe the vibrational transfer from an excited mode to a detected one. In the case of 

chemical exchange, the two species of interest are separated enough to clearly be resolvable as 

two spectral bands (Fig. 4). At short waiting times, the frequency detected is strongly correlated 

to the frequency excited, as not enough time has passed for the system to evolve. However, as t2 

increases, the spectra begin to show cross-peaks that appear due to the interconversion between 

the species. One commonly used method for quantitating the chemical exchange rate is by 

integrating the area of the cross-peaks as a function of time and fitting the resulting curve to get a 

time constant.  

Figure 4: A typical chemical exchange experiment has both correlated diagonal peaks and clearly resolved off-
diagonal cross peaks, which correspond to vibrational energy transfer between the two distinct chemical species. 
Fitting the cross peak volume as a function of t2 time gives insight into the timescale for chemical exchange. 
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In contrast, spectral diffusion refers to the inhomogeneous broadening of a band due to 

different microstates, such as the water hydrogen-bonding example. Spectral diffusion 

measurements have been useful for quantitative insight into the mobility of solvent molecules in 

the bulk versus constrained near the surface of a protein or other large molecule. In general, the 

spectral diffusion timescale is the amount of time for one microstate to sample all the others that 

broaden the band of interest. As a molecule samples the other available microstates, the strongly 

correlated peak along the diagonal broadens until the correlation is lost (Fig. 5).  

A general way to differentiate chemical exchange and spectral diffusion is that in spectral 

diffusion there are usually not distinct chemically different isomers that could potentially be 

isolated. There are a number of ways to measure the spectral diffusion, such as the centerline 

slope method17 and 2DIR cross-peak volume method18, but for some simple cases, such as the 
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Figure 5: A typical spectral diffusion measurement involves observing the loss of correlation in the 
excited and detection frequencies as a function of waiting time; this can be seen in a “broadening” of the 
2D spectrum. 
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BCT internal torsional reaction coordinate, a method developed in the Kubarych Lab called the 

“Rapidly Acquired Spectral Diffusion” or RASD method may be used19.  

 

2.5: The Frequency-Frequency Correlation Function and RASD Method 

When multiple conformations are available to a molecule, each inducing fluctuations in 

the vibrational frequency, as discussed previously we observe a broadening in the linear FTIR 

spectrum. The temporal correlation of these vibrational frequency fluctuations is known as the 

frequency fluctuation correlation function (FFCF). The FFCF is commonly modeled as: 

𝛿𝜔 𝑡 𝛿𝜔 0 = ! !
!!
+ ∆!!𝑒𝑥𝑝

!!
!!!  (2) 

Where 𝛿𝜔 𝑡  is the frequency fluctuations away from the mean,  𝛿 𝑡  is the delta function, 𝑡! is 

the pure-dephasing time, ∆! is the amplitude of the frequency fluctuations, and 𝜏! is the spectral 

diffusion time constant. The FFCF can be used to fit the experimental data for spectral diffusion 

and determine the spectral diffusion time.  

 For the BCT internal torsional reaction coordinate, the energy difference between the two 

isomers broadening the symmetric stretch was found to be a very small 2 cm-1. Typically, this 

system would be thought about as a chemical exchange problem due to the presence of 

structurally different isomers. However, the low barrier allows us to think of the problem as a 

spectral diffusion problem with only one peak broadening as BCT rotates under equilibrium 

conditions. This simplifies the system down to one similar to that shown in the idealized case for 

spectral diffusion in Fig. 5. 

The experimental setup and data acquisition for the RASD method uses the same setup 

described earlier for full 2DIR experiments. Previously, the ability to measure the FFCF from 

2DIR spectra was studied utilizing the inhomogeneous index20: 
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   (3) 

Where Ar and An represent the rephasing and nonrephasing peak volumes, respectively, of the 

mode of interest.  The difference between rephrasing and nonrephasing spectra stems from the 

orientation of the wave vectors of the pulses, kR= - k1 + k2 + k3 and kN= + k1 - k2 + k3. The 

difference in orientation shows up in the generation of cross-peaks; a more complete discussion 

of the effects of rephrasing and nonrephasing spectra and their importance in 2DIR may be found 

in a comprehensive review by Ogilvie & Kubarych21. Here, we utilize the inhomogeneous index 

rather than the 2DIR peak volume, Ar and An represent the amplitudes of the t1 resolved 

heterodyne detected signal.  Under the short time approximation, the rapidly acquired spectral 

diffusion (RASD) is represented as: 

𝑅𝐴𝑆𝐷 = erf   𝑡!𝐶 𝑡!
!"!

!
 (4) 

Where 𝐶 is the normalized correlation function. It should be noted that the magnitude of t1 acts 

as a scaling factor and is selected to maximize the signal to noise ratio. The exact setting of the t1 

time only serves to scale the FFCF; it does not affect the decay, which is where the spectral 

diffusion time constant is extracted.  

 
2.6: Quantum Chemistry Calculations 

Density functional theory (DFT) is a useful tool for approximating the energy states of BCT 

along the reaction coordinate due a couple of factors. First, because only the first and second 

order density matrices are needed, the number of coordinates reduces from 3N to 6 saving a large 

amount of computational time compared to more expensive methods. Second, when looking at 

I.I. = Ar − An
Ar + An
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the torsional reaction coordinate the principle concern is the relative energies, not the absolute 

energies, so any systemic error from the approximations used in the method should cancel out. 

The calculations were performed in GAUSSIAN0322 using the B3LYP functional for geometry 

optimizations and BP86 for frequency calculations with the 6-311+G(d,p) basis set for the 

carbon, oxygen and hydrogen atoms. The optimized structures from B3LYP were reoptimized 

using BP86 before the frequency calculation was run, because in general different functionals 

optimize the structure slightly differently which could lead to frequencies that are not 

meaningful. The LANL2DZ basis set and pseudopotential was used for the chromium atom to 

account for the added electron density; this is consistent with modeling approaches for other 

metal carbonyl structures3. The choice of basis and functional is consistent with a past study for 

hexacarbonylchromium, which showed B3LYP and BP86 give similar results for geometry 

optimizations; however, BP86 tends to optimize vibrational frequencies closer to the 

experimental values23. The optimized structures not located at saddle points on the potential 

energy surface were calculated by constraining the dihedral angles between the carbonyls and the 

benzene ring while optimizing the geometry with respect to the other degrees of freedom. The 

coordinates for optimized geometry structures for the staggered and eclipsed states may be found 

in Chapter 6. Frequency calculations were done on the stable isomers, but due to limitations in 

the computational method, frequency calculations of non-minima or saddle points for this 

molecule are not meaningful. Molecular volumes of the BCT stable states were also computed. 

To test the solvent dependence of the torsional coordinate frequency of BCT, calculations 

implementing a polarizable continuum model (PCM) were performed using built in solvent 

models of n-hexane, n-nonane, n-dodecane, and n-pentane. PCM calculations were performed 

using GAUSSIAN0924.  
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2.7: Modeling Strategies: Classical Langevin Simulations and Kinetic Studies 

 When doing a 2DIR experiment, it is commonly assumed that the decay in the frequency 

fluctuation correlation function can be fit to a single exponential, thus giving a time constant for 

the frequency flux. However, understanding the timescale of reactions is what is most 

interesting, for which the FFCF is only a proxy measurement that needs to be mapped onto the 

reaction coordinate. Often, there are a variety of competitive processes that can lead to more 

complicated frequency fluctuation correlation functions. Elucidating the underlying reactions 

from the data can be difficult; one strategy is directly attempting to model the motion and linking 

it to the frequencies observed from the experiments. Another strategy involves looking at the 

competing rates between stable energy states using chemical kinetics. The difficulty with 

kinetics is that in many cases simplifying assumptions are difficult to make and the rates 

obtained from solving differential equations are not meaningful. With BCT however, it is easy to 

imagine six equivalent potential wells due to the periodic nature of the potential; then solving the 

differential equations yields the timescale it takes a population starting in one well to move to all 

the other wells. 

 BCT torsional motion can be modeled using a 1-D Langevin simulation25. From quantum 

chemistry calculations using density functional theory, it was found that the benzene ring rotates 

with respect to the Cr(CO)3  portion. The reaction occurs on a single angular coordinate, which 

allows for treatment with a 1-D angular Langevin simulation. The total torque on a particle at 

time t is given by: 

𝜏 𝑡 =   −𝜁𝜃 𝑡 − !"
!"
+ 𝐴(𝑡)       (5) 

The first term represents the friction opposing the angular velocity. The energy values from the 

quantum chemistry calculations using DFT were used to generate a periodic potential energy 
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curve V(θ), which can be differentiated to provide the force. The random fluctuating torque A(t) 

was generated using a Gaussian white noise distribution and the friction was linked to viscosity 

using a modified form of the Stokes-Einstein relationship used in similar simulations26:  

𝜁 = 8𝜋𝜂𝑟!𝑐!"#$ 

Physical quantities, such as the moment of inertia, were calculated assuming a stationary 

Cr(CO)3 portion and rotating benzene ring. The slip-stick coefficient was set to a value of 1, 

implying full stick conditions26. Each simulation was run for 80 ns, with 1 fs step size.  The 

initial position of the particle was randomly selected, then allowed to equilibrate for a short 

period of time before the simulation began. Due to the symmetry of the reaction coordinate, 

periodic boundary conditions were used in order to simplify the simulation. The angular 

trajectories then were converted to frequencies using the results of the DFT frequency 

calculations. The change in frequency between the two energy wells was small enough that 

assuming the frequency, as a function of the angular coordinate, was directly proportional to the 

potential energy surface proved sufficient. A critical assumption of the classical simulation is 

that the viscosity, which is linked to the friction, directly correlates with the timescale of the 

motion of the rotor. It will be seen from the 2DIR measurements that this is not the case for the 

BCT internal torsional coordinates and the classical Langevin model does not apply. However, it 

is included in this work in the event future studies of rotors do follow the trend with viscosity, 

which is possible in a number of scenarios, such as larger functional groups than protons being 

attached to the arene ring. 

 Brownian motion of a particle in a periodic potential has been described previously27; due 

to the finite periodic nature of the potential, the BCT internal reaction coordinate is amenable to 

multi-state kinetics. Based on the symmetry of the molecule, there are six identical global 
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minima corresponding to each staggered conformation. Using a six-state kinetic model, starting 

with all particles in state A and evolving to equilibrium, one can quickly see the effect the low 

barrier to isomerization has on the equilibrium distribution of states. For state A, the molecules 

can leave in two directions due to the periodic nature of the potential, and molecules can react 

into state A from each of the two nearest neighbors as well, seen in matrix form as: 

−2𝑘 𝑘 0 0 0 𝑘
𝑘 −2𝑘 𝑘 0 0 0
0 𝑘 −2𝑘 𝑘 0 0
0 0 𝑘 −2𝑘 𝑘 0
0 0 0 𝑘 −2𝑘 𝑘
𝑘 0 0 0 𝑘 −2𝑘

       (6) 

The reaction rate k describes the staggered to staggered transformation through the eclipsed state, 

treated as a transition state because of the low barrier calculated using DFT. The reaction kinetics 

for state A can be broken into three main exponential terms: the decay of molecules in state A, 

the growth into nearest neighbors, and the growth into two-well neighbors. 

 

Chapter 3. Results and Discussion 

3.1: BCT Structure 

 Initial characterization of the normal modes of the BCT carbonyl stretching frequencies 

was done using FTIR. The linear spectrum (Fig. 6) shows two main peaks, at 1980cm-1 and 

1915cm-1 in hexane. The lower energy peak corresponds to two asymmetric modes, an Eg’ and 

a T1u”, while the higher energy peak is a single A1g symmetric stretch23.  
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 The symmetric stretch being isolated is of considerable interest to us for spectroscopic 

purposes, since any change in the symmetric stretch corresponds to some sort of environment 

change, not chemical exchange with another vibrational mode. Some general trends can be seen 

from the FTIR spectra of BCT; for one there is a red shift with increasing polarity of the solvent. 

However, the shifting of the vibrational peak frequency does not provide as much insight into the 

underlying chemical environments as the inhomogeneous broadening of the band. Measuring the 

full width at half maximum (FWHM) of a peak and seeing how it varies with a solvent series can 

Figure 6: The FTIR spectra for BCT in a variety of solvents. The broadening in the polar solvents can be 
attributed to the complex fluctuating electric field that creates more microstates for the vibrational mode. 
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give insight into the rate at which different environments are sampled. In general, solvents that 

have a permanent dipole, such as alcohols, create multiple different solvent environments 

broadening the individual bands far more than alkane solvents, which lack a permanent dipole 

moment. It has been seen in some studies18 that the viscosity increase from increasing chain 

length alcohol solvents causes longer spectral diffusion times. A good analogy for this effect is 

trying to swim in water versus swimming in molasses. The more viscous molasses provides 

considerably more resistance to motion and as such one can probably not swim as fast. Fig. 7 

shows a series of alkane solvents normalized and adjusted so they have the same maximum; it is 

clear that the increasing chain length alkane solvents do not change the FWHM of the peak.  

  To determine the stability of the metal carbonyl bond, a photodissociation study was 

done on BCT in hexane. As shown in Fig. 8, after a period of 5 minutes, the signal from the 

carbonyl vibrational modes has decayed roughly to zero. The carbonyls are more stable bound to 

the metal than free in solution, and as such we see rebinding of the carbonyl ligands after a 

similar period of time. For systems where the UV-radiation needed to dissociate the carbonyls 

does not cause damage, providing an interesting way to study the solvent at an interface or cavity 

by looking at the relative rebinding times of the carbonyl ligands. It also can provide information 

about the conformation of BCT in an inclusion complex.  
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3.2: BCT, A Molecular Rotor 

Tripodal, piano-stool complexes are model systems for studying molecular rotors due to 

their small size, simplicity, and ability to undergo rotation about an arene-metal bond4,5,28. Early 

NMR studies of BCT and its analogues investigated the effect of bulky side chains intended to 

slow motion along the torsional reaction coordinate. Debates regarding the nature of restricted 

rotation about the arene-chromium bond initiated the study of torsional motion in BCT29-31. A 

later study combining high-field NMR for dynamics with x-ray crystallography for structure 

settled the debate by finding “unequivocal proof” of a slowed torsional reaction coordinate9. The 

study found that bulky side chains could slow the tripodal rotation, but did not investigate 

unsubstituted BCT since the rotation takes place faster than the NMR time scale. Experimental 

studies of BCT and the debate regarding the rotation about the arene-metal bond and structure of 

the molecule have been reviewed32.  

Figure 8: The photobleaching of BCT dissociates the carbonyl ligands and signal is lost from those 
vibrational modes. Each consecutive line represents an additional 1min of irradiation, with the blue curve at 

time zero. 
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As computing power has continued to increase, studies have shifted to trying to define 

the reaction coordinate of BCT and its analogues using quantum chemistry. Multiple density 

functional theory studies have been conducted on BCT to determine the structure of the molecule 

using a variety of methods23,33,34. One study found that DFT optimized the structure of BCT 

better than Møller–Plesset second-order calculations (MP2) by comparing the bond lengths and 

angles to microwave data33. A later study of BCT using DFT calculations with higher level basis 

sets optimized the two stable isomers and found they were separated by a barrier roughly half of 

kBT34. The study did not create a potential surface for the torsional coordinate or investigate 

solvent interactions on the torsional frequencies, both of which are considered here. 

Most ultrafast studies of equilibrium reacting species in the recent literature have been 

carried out for systems that may be classified as examples of “slow exchange.” In these cases, 

equilibrium chemical exchange can be monitored using 2D-IR spectroscopy by measuring the 

cross peak volumes, taking care to eliminate other competing dynamical phenomena such as 

orientational relaxation and intramolecular vibrational redistribution. Temperature dependent 

2D-IR has been used to attempt to identify chemical exchange in an iron tricarbonyl system35. In 

this study, the authors conclude that the rate of intramolecular vibrational redistribution (IVR) is 

the principal mode of vibrational transfer and do not directly see chemical exchange. In a recent 

study of a torsionally isomerizing molecule, the rate of exchange was extracted from linear IR 

and Raman spectra over a range of temperatures. At increasing temperature, the two peaks 

broaden and overlap giving information about the rate of chemical exchange, which can be 

extracted from Voigt line shape analysis36. However, this method is not amenable to BCT due to 

the cooling requirements necessary to see the individual species split due to the much lower 

barrier of isomerization compared to the torsional reaction barrier for the iron tricarbonyl 
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molecule observed in the study. As is discussed in detail below, the torsional motion of BCT is a 

peculiar case of a system that might be considered to be an example of the “spectral diffusion” 

limit of chemical exchange. That is, changes in internal geometry induce spectral changes, but 

due to the very low (~kBT/2) energy difference between isomers, there is nearly a continuous 

distribution of torsional bond angles populated at room temperature. Since we study the torsional 

dynamics exclusively in nonpolar solvents, using a vibrational band of BCT that is known to 

exhibit essentially no inhomogeneous broadening even in polar solvents, we are confident that 

the spectral fluctuations arise exclusively from internal torsional dynamics.  

 

 The reaction dynamics of BCT were studied and defined as the torsional motion of the 

benzene ring with respect to the tricarbonyl portion of the molecule (Fig. 9). The potential 

energy surface was calculated using DFT and the carbonyl vibrational frequencies extracted for 

the two stable conformations, staggered and eclipsed, along the reaction coordinate. The 

calculated barrier to isomerization is significantly less than kBT, suggesting that interconversion 

between the two states occurs on ultrafast timescales, on the order of picoseconds. The slight ~2 

cm-1 difference in the probed symmetric CO stretching mode is comparable to the homogeneous 

line width, placing the reaction dynamics in a regime that straddles chemical exchange and 

spectral diffusion. Using a recently introduced variation of heterodyne detected photon echo 

Figure 9: The torsional reaction coordinate of BCT is a low energy barrier rotation of the benzene 
with respect to the carbonyl ligands.  
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spectroscopy called RASD19, the diffusive reaction dynamics of BCT were monitored indirectly 

via the decay of the frequency fluctuation correlation function (FFCF), a key observable of IR 

photon echo spectroscopy. Similar to a previous work from the Kubarych Group on flexible 

metal carbonyl complexes, where we observed solvent friction retardation of barrier crossings in 

accord with Kramers’ theory, here we also examine the solvent dependence of the torsional 

diffusive dynamics18. In striking contrast to that earlier work, we found there to be no variation 

of reaction time with alkane chain length. We interpret these results from the perspective of a 

solvent cage, where the dynamics of the solvent are independent of the diffusive torsional motion 

within the cavity. These results highlight key qualitative differences between macroscopic and 

nanoscopic machine components. When the size of the nano-component approaches that of the 

solvent, the traditional macroscopic view of friction has to be reassessed.  

 From the optimized BCT structures, the potential energy surface was calculated 

producing a periodic potential function corresponding to the torsional reaction coordinate. The 

reaction coordinate is one-dimensional, with torsional motion around the metal-benzene bond 

representing the only variable. From x-ray crystallography37, BCT was found to have the 

asymmetric C3v point group due to the non-planar benzene ring. However, the asymmetry is 

small compared to the effect of the torsional motion so a C6v point group can be used as a good 

approximation when creating a periodic potential function for BCT.  

The surface is characterized by a double-well potential, with the staggered and eclipsed 

conformers as stable states (Fig. 10). The global minimum staggered state is lower in energy 

than the eclipsed state by 0.28 kcal/mol, roughly half of kBT, and is separated by a small reaction 

barrier roughly one thirtieth of kBT, making it essentially diffusive relative to the eclipsed 

conformation. Due to the low barrier nature of the transition between staggered and eclipsed, the 
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interconversion between species is expected to occur rapidly at room temperature. For the 

purpose of kinetic studies used to calculate the reaction rate, the eclipsed state may be considered 

to be largely indistinguishable from a transition state due to it having a barrier roughly thirty 

times smaller than the staggered-to-eclipsed reaction.  

Frequency calculations of the symmetric stretch of the staggered and eclipsed isomers 

exhibit a 2.1 cm-1 redshift when moving from staggered (1977.4 cm-1) to eclipsed (1979.5 cm-1), 

which provides the spectroscopic encoding of the torsional motion. Molecular volumes of the 

two states showed a difference of only 2%, 215 Å3 and 210 Å3 for the staggered and eclipsed 

isomers, respectively. For both the staggered and eclipsed isomers, the frequency calculations 

yielded only positive frequencies, implying that the two states are minima, since they have been 

optimized with respect to all degrees of freedom. Comparison with energy values along the 

reaction coordinate allows us to designate the staggered isomer as a global minimum and the 

eclipsed as a local minimum. Because of the low barrier from the eclipsed to staggered 

conformation, the eclipsed state is essentially a transition state. The small energy difference 

Figure 10: A periodic potential function (red) can be used to depict the internal rotation reaction coordinate of 
BCT. The two stable conformations of BCT are shown as cartoons. In blue, the approximation that the eclipsed 

conformer is a transition state. 
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between isomers implies that virtually every torsional angle is populated to some extent at room 

temperature. We revisit this angle distribution more quantitatively in the discussion below.  

 When investigating solvent dependent ultrafast kinetics, it is important to verify that the 

solvent does not trivially alter the reaction energetics. Since metal carbonyl complexes interact 

very weakly with nonpolar solvents, it is not expected that changing chain length will have a 

significant impact on the reaction barrier or the torsional mode frequency. Nevertheless, we 

verified this solvent independence by using a polarizable continuum solvation model to compute 

frequencies at the global minimum with increasing length linear alkanes selected from those used 

in the RASD experiments. For low frequency vibrations, our choice of basis and functional has 

been shown to need only a 1% correction factor38, which is negligible compared to the vibrations 

themselves. The frequency of the torsional motion frequency in vacuum, 23.3 cm-1, is slightly 

larger than that found using continuum models for hexane, nonane, dodecane and pentadecane 

(22.6 cm-1, 22.7 cm-1, 22.8 cm-1, 22.8 cm-1 respectively). The invariance of the torsional mode 

frequency to different polarizable continuum modeled solvents demonstrates that the potential 

surface for the linear alkanes of interest is independent of solvent.  

 As seen in the FTIR for the linear alkane series, there is no difference in the full width at 

half maximum suggesting no change in inhomogeneous broadening. We emphasize the 

symmetric band, which is the one that is probed in the ultrafast spectral diffusion measurements 

for the torsional reaction. Fitting the bands to single Lorenztian functions yields 2.6 cm-1 widths 

that are indistinguishable relative to the fit error bars, and band centers that decrease slightly (~1 

cm-1) with increased alkyl chain length in an approximately linear fashion. These bands are 

among the narrowest the Kubarych group has observed in the course of many studies of 

transition metal carbonyl complexes in nonpolar solution. It is worth noting here that the most 
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symmetric bands of transition metal carbonyl complexes having more than two carbonyl units 

appear to exhibit idiosyncratic line narrowing. In many published examples, including our 

detailed investigation of Mn2(CO)10, it has been noted that the highest frequency IR active mode 

resists inhomogeneous broadening, even in polar solvents. In a nonpolar solvent environment 

presented by the alkane series, we would not expect to observe inhomogeneous broadening or 

spectral diffusion due solely to solvation dynamics. Any decay in the frequency fluctuation 

correlation function could therefore be attributed to some sort of internal process such as 

chemical exchange. Since the reaction barrier is so low, it is possible that a solvent-dependent 

effect is not noticeable in the FTIR spectra. The rate of exchange between the two isomers is so 

fast that even if it was solvent dependent, it’s possible that the effect would be too small to 

observe.  

 To uncover the underlying dynamics of the system, we use RASD, a variation of 2DIR 

spectroscopy that can be utilized to quickly obtain the frequency-fluctuation correlation function. 

Due to the large number of data points that can be collected, the method is ideal for averaging 

Figure 11: The normalized FFCF for each solvent is shown, offset by 0.4 and showing every fourth point for 
clarity. BCT spectral diffusion is independent of solvent viscosity over the linear alkane series. 
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which can help minimize the signal to noise problems that typically plague 2D experiments. The 

FFCF for linear alkane solvents shows a clear independence of solvent viscosity, shown in Fig. 

11. The spectral diffusion timescale, found by fitting the decay to a single exponential and 

extracting the time constant, is roughly 3 ps for all solvents within the fitting error.    

The independence of spectral diffusion to alkane length defies the expected trend seen in 

previous work where increases in viscosity correspond to increases in the spectral diffusion 

time18,15, or to increases in equilibrium reaction rate constants3. A viscosity dependent model 

suggests that the timescale of interconversion between isomers can be altered by solvent 

interactions; a more viscous solvent should induce recrossings of the dividing surface, ultimately 

leading to longer spectral diffusion times. In contrast to the solvent dependent Kramers model 

observed in a previous study18, moving from hexane (0.3 cP) to pentadecane (3.8 cP) there is no 

detectable change in the spectral diffusion time. This leads to the conclusion that the solvent 

motion is completely decoupled from the internal torsional motion of the molecule. 

The DFT results suggest a possible explanation for the solvent independence as arising 

from a solvent cage whose geometry need not be significantly altered to accommodate the 

torsional motion. The small, 2% change in molecular volume indicates there is little change in 

solvent packing in response to the torsional motion3, suggesting that the solvent is not directly 

influencing the torsional motion. Changes in solvent-accessible surface area (~1%) are even 

smaller than molecular volume, further suggesting a weak influence of the solvent on the 

torsional motion. Because BCT is a small molecule, it is possible the linear alkane solvents are 

hindered by steric interactions and cannot pack close enough to the rotating benzene to damp the 

torsional motion differently based on chain length alone.  
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The difficulty in using 2DIR spectroscopy as a proxy for a reaction coordinate is that the 

measured values are frequencies, but in general the reaction coordinate of interest is defined by a 

spatial coordinates. Linking the frequency observed to the angle along the reaction coordinate is 

in general not trivial. Because non-stable states do not correspond to harmonic potential regions, 

any frequency obtained using DFT for a non-optimized structure will be of limited reliability. 

That means that accurate frequencies can only be computed for the staggered and eclipsed 

conformers. They show a splitting of 2.1 cm-1, but how they vary in between the two stable states 

is not apparent. Modeling techniques are necessary to try to derive the relationship; 

unfortunately, the classical Langevin-type simulations that are fast and easy to test different 

frequency-position mappings do not apply to the BCT system, as it is solvent independent. There 

is no frictional term opposing the motion, since the solvent molecules form a solvent cage. 

However, the lack of solvent dependence can be further explained by looking at the 

phenomenological rate at which one population evolves into another using a six-state kinetic 

model. 

The reaction kinetics for evolution from all molecules being in one of the six states (i.e. 

the survival probability), state A, can be broken into three main exponential terms: the decay of 

molecules leaving state A, the growth into nearest neighbors, and the growth into two-well 

neighbors (Fig. 12). The solution of interest is the decay of the initial population of molecules in 

A, which is a proxy for the spectral diffusion we observe as an initially excited state evolves to 

other states.  However, this misses the kinetic contribution of neighbor states back into state A. 

The three exponential terms describing P(A), the survival probability of remaining in initial state 

A, may be rearranged into a single exponential and two hyperbolic cosine functions of the form: 

𝑃 𝐴 =    !
!
𝑒!!!" 2 cosh 𝑘𝑡 + cosh 2𝑘𝑡  (7) 
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Where the exponential term is the equilibrium rate of the molecules entering and leaving 

well A, with the hyperbolic term stretching the exponential at longer times and correcting the 

initial offset value to one. The exact physical interpretation of these hyperbolic functions is likely 

an artifact of the symmetry of the potential. It is possible that because of the symmetry, the 

growth rates from the nearest neighbor and second-nearest neighbor wells average out with the 

rate of decay from the main well. We find therefore that any time constant observed by us in an 

experiment will be a factor of two too slow compared to the actual reaction rate constant, 

notwithstanding additional modifications due to the mapping between structure and frequency. 

The result is exactly what would be the case for a two-state kinetic model; future work is needed 

to determine if this result holds for different barrier conditions and periodic potentials with more 

or fewer wells. The data shown in Fig. 11 is fitted accurately using only a single exponential 

term; at longer timescales the hyperbolic terms skew the decay of the FFCF, but at short 

timescales the exponential term dominates. Since the timescale of internal rotation is so fast, we 

don’t observe the hyperbolic terms because the FFCF approaches zero too quickly.  

Figure 12: The evolution of BCT according to a six-state kinetic model where all particles start in one well 
(left). The blue curve corresponds to the loss from state A, while the red and yellow correspond to growth into 
nearest neighbors and next-nearest neighbor wells, respectively. For BCT, because the timescale of the torsional 
motion is fast, the single exponential term accurately fits the data. 
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3.3 Biological and Biochemical Applications 

3.3.1: Complexation with Cyclodextrin 

 In biological systems, regions around proteins and membranes have varying degrees of 

hydrophobicity39. To determine the properties and orientation of BCT in biological systems, we 

use β-cyclodextrin, a good model of a hydrophobic cavity with a hydrophilic exterior. BCT and 

β-cyclodextrin form a complex that is 

soluble in slightly polar solvents.  Due to 

extensive washing and filtering, it is 

unlikely that any appreciable amount of the 

uncomplexed BCT is present, as BCT is 

soluble in water and the inclusion complex 

is not.  The FTIR spectrum (Fig. 13) shows 

a splitting of the symmetric stretch into 

two clear peaks, one roughly in the same position as pure BCT and shifted 30cm-1 lower. In 

addition the broad lower frequency band is broadened as well compared to the pure BCT, 

meaning that it is likely that more environments exist for the carbonyls. Knowing that the 

carbonyl ligands are sensitive to UV-radiation, transient FTIR can be used to determine whether 

the ligands are constrained in a cavity or not, giving insight into the orientation of BCT. 

Interestingly, over a period of ten minutes of irradiation, the lower frequency band from the 

symmetric stretch resists change, while the higher frequency band decays to zero signal (Fig. 

14). 
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Figure 13: The BCT-cyclodextrin spectrum in various 
alcohol solvents is shown.  The higher energy symmetric 

stretch splits into two distinct bands. 
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 It is therefore postulated that there are two conformations of the BCT-cyclodextrin 

complex: one with the carbonyl ligands pointed up out of the cavity, and another where they 

point down into the cavity. Rebinding time for the “down” conformer is faster than the 

acquisition time of the FTIR spectrometer, so a signal loss of the corresponding band does not 

occur. In contrast, the higher frequency band corresponding to the “up” isomer loses signal 

rapidly and has a rebinding time on the order of minutes. Even if some uncomplexed BCT is left 

in the sample and accounts for the higher frequency band, the splitting into two bands and 

resistance to UV-radiation is clearly caused by a complex with the cyclodextrin. There simply 

could not be enough change in the environment of pure BCT without interacting with some other 

molecule to cause that significant a shift in the frequency of the symmetric stretch. A previous 

study using cyclopentadienyl manganese tricarbonyl did not see this clear conformational 

difference40, even though structurally the two molecules are similar with the exception that the 

cyclopentadienyl molecule has lower symmetry than benzene.  

Figure 14: The transient FTIR spectra of photobleached BCT shows a clear decay of one band, corresponding 
to the “up” conformer and a near constant absorption of the other band corresponding to the “down” conformer. 
The difference in signal decay can be explained using geminate rebinding timescales. Each successive colored 
line in the overlay spectra (left) represents one minute of exposure to the UV light source. 
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 What is also interesting is the ratio of the “up” conformer to the “down” based on 

integrating the area of the two higher frequency symmetric peaks. Clearly, there is more “up” 

conformer, which makes sense based on the fact that the benzene is more likely to enter the 

hydrophobic core of the cyclodextrin than the fairly polar carbonyl ligands. Benzene is generally 

considered nonpolar due to the high symmetry of the molecule. However, due to pi-electron 

delocalization the molecule is miscible in small quantities in water and explains why it has some 

propensity to point away from the hydrophobic cyclodextrin core. Because the complexation 

reaction is sterically hindered in the sense that the cavity is not much larger than BCT, obtaining 

a high yield requires long reaction times to find the complex. Varying the mole ratio of BCT to 

cyclodextrin does not appear to change the ratio of the isomers significantly (Fig. 15). With a 

high excess of BCT, there is less down conformer; this complex may be less stable, as discussed 

based on the relative polarity of the benzene and carbonyl ligands. There are more BCT ligands 

present to interact with the cyclodextrin and find the most favorable conformation during the 

reaction. However, after a 1:2 ratio of BCT to cyclodextrin it appears that there is no longer any 

Figure 15: Varying the concentration of BCT and cyclodextrin has minimal effect on the abundance of the 
up and down conformers.  
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trend in increasing the “down” conformer. It is possible that there is a limit for the amount of 

“down” conformer present. Initially, there are fewer BCT than cyclodextrin molecules and as 

such fewer interactions meaning that the more favorable “up” conformer is not sampled as often. 

Eventually, this effect saturates when there are not enough BCTs to fill all of the cyclodextrin 

cavities. It appears that the two conformers can not be isolated based on the synthesis conditions; 

a much more effective way to select the “down” conformer is to just photodissociate the “up” 

conformer so only the “down” remains with bonded carbonyl ligands. Of course, one has to be 

careful using this strategy as the carbonyls will rebind in a matter of minutes. Furthermore, a 

procedure to quench the free carbonyls allows for the interesting possibility of using of BCT as a 

carbon monoxide sensor.  

 

3.3.2: BCT and Reverse Micelles 

 The Kubarych Lab has looked at BCT localized in a bicelle lipid layer by coupling it to 

cholesterol and found distinct differences between the bulk and the constrained water41. 

However, that study focused on the external polar solvent surrounding the bicelle, not a 

constrained water bath as described here for reverse micelles. The functionality of BCT, 

including the ability to dissociate the carbonyl ligands and measure the diffusive properties of the 

constrained water directly, makes it a logical next step in the progression to understanding 

molecular dynamics of constrained solvents in a small cavity.  

 AOT is a commonly used surfactant for the creation of reverse micelles with a negatively 

charged head group that protrudes into the water cavity12. BCT on its own is a small molecule 

relative to the micelle size, so it probably would be difficult to localize in the micelle cavity in 

order to study constrained water without being complex to another molecule. Cholesterol is 
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similar to the structure of AOT in that they both have large nonpolar regions; in theory adding 

BCT would act as a somewhat polar head group and the hydrophobic portion of cholesterol 

would point out into the bulk organic phase. BCT on its own shows fairly strong solubility for 

alcohol and alkane solvents and less of a preference for water.  

 Reverse micelles have been reviewed42 and while the water cavity has been previously 

studied43, a direct molecular probe of the water-micelle interface has to our knowledge not been 

used due to the difficulty getting inclusion in the membrane. One extremely important quantity 

for micelle studies is the equilibrium constant for inclusion, K42 where: 

𝐾 =    !!
!! !

   (8) 

SM is the solute concentration in the micelle, SB is the solute concentration in the bulk organic 

phase, and M is the micelle concentration. What is important to note about the relation is that K 

does not give any information about how or where in the micelle the solute is located just that it 

is somehow forming a complex. However, based on K for cholesterol44 while the majority of the 

cholesterol will prefer to be in the bulk organic phase, some will interact with the micelle. Again, 

this does not necessarily mean that the probe attached to cholesterol will be directed into the 

water cavity. Another important control on the system is the radius of the micelle based on w0, 

which was measured and confirmed using DLS. For w0 values of 5, 10 and 15 DLS determined 

an average radius of 1.77, 2.14, and 2.34nm, respectively. In the scattering profile there were two 

decays with vastly different timescales; this is suggestive of micelles aggregating in the solution.  
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 If the BCT probe were located in the water cavity bound to the membrane by the 

cholesterol, we would expect a significant shift in the infrared spectrum, as the spectrum of BCT 

in bulk organic phase is different than that of BCT constrained near water due to the different 

electronic environment. However, even over a range of concentrations of BCT-cholesterol in the 

water roughly mimicking a previous study for inclusion of a protein in reverse micelles12, there is 

no difference between the BCT in bulk phase and BCT micelle spectra (Fig. 16). The lack of a 

vibrational frequency shift seems to suggest that the BCT-cholesterol has an overwhelming 

preference for the organic phase. Varying the size of the micelles using the w0 ratio does not lead 

to any noticeable affect on the spectra; it is unlikely that the cholesterol is not incorporated into 

the monolayer because of sterics. Rather, it is likely that purely thermodynamic stability causes 

the cholesterol to stay in the organic phase. From a solubility point of view this seems to make 

some sense, since the cholesterol-BCT is dissolved initially in water, which is added to the 
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Figure 16: The FTIR spectrum for BCT-cholesterol in AOT micelles is narrowed from the bulk isooctane 
spectrum, but the wavelength shift and overall spectrum does not indicate incorporation in the micelle. 
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micelle solution dissolved in the organic solvent. The AOT self-assembles around the clusters of 

water while the BCT-cholesterol preferentially moves into the organic phase. If there were no 

thermodynamic driving force, the BCT-cholesterol would remain in the aqueous phase and the 

infrared spectrum of the carbonyls would reflect the constrained, polar environment. As it does 

not, it is safe to assume that BCT-cholesterol is not a suitable way to study the AOT reverse 

micelle polar cavity. Possible other approaches include using BCT with a slightly more polar 

group to try to facilitate the inclusion in the micelle. However, any carboxylic acid 

functionalized BCT would be negatively charged at the neutral pH used in these studies. 

Unfortunately, AOT head groups are also negatively charged which means that charge repulsion 

would push the BCT-acid derivative away from the micelle/water interface. At this point, the 

constrained water could be studied, but not the micelle interface with the water, which is of 

principle interest to the group. It is clear that another direction is probably needed than BCT for 

micelle studies. 

 

3.3.3: NaSCN and Reverse Micelles 

 Since the ultimate goal of characterizing the location of a probe in a micelle system is to 

do 2DIR studies, it is worth looking at other molecules that have vibrational modes in the “clear 

window” of the infrared spectrum. The thiocyanate vibrational stretching mode has been fairly 

commonly used in 2DIR experiments in the past45,46, making it a suitable molecule for study. 

Most importantly, thiocyanate is a negatively charged ion. While AOT reverse micelles contain 

negatively charged head groups, there are reverse micelles that can be synthesized with positive 

head groups, such as ammonium. This means that there is an electrostatic attraction causing the 

thiocyanate probe to spend more time near the positively charged water-micelle interface. 
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Finally, as an ionic species, thiocyanate is far more soluble in the aqueous phase than the organic 

phase so there is less of a preference for the thiocyanate to move between the phases.  

 Long chain alkanes terminated by an ammonium head group with a halide counter ion 

can be used to create reverse micelles. Interestingly, these ammonium halide surfactants have a 

built-in control like AOT on the micelle size; however, in this case it is relatively independent of 

the concentration of the aqueous and organic phases. For DTAB, TTAB, and CTAB, which each 

increase in alkane chain length, the measured average micelle radius increases as well from 

about 1.5nm to almost 3nm47 depending on how the radius is determined.  

   

 The infrared spectrum of NaSCN has been studied previously in a crown ether complex48 

as well as in 2DIR studies of anionic clusters49. The CN stretching mode appears at roughly 

2060cm-1 in aqueous solvents and shifts slightly depending on the chemical environment. A 

Figure 17: The FTIR spectrum for the cyanide band is shifted in DTAB, but clearly separated bands appear in 
CTAB indicative of multiple chemical environments. 
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comparison of the CN stretch in bulk DCM and in a solution of CTAB and DTAB micelles is 

shown in Fig. 17.  

 For DTAB, the CN stretch is shifted 20cm-1 to lower frequency, but shows no change in 

the FWHM. Isooctane and dichloromethane, used in all studies with micelles as the organic 

phase, could also shift the CN stretch when compared to an aqueous environment. However, as 

seen with BCT, generally the symmetric stretch shifts to higher frequency with a less polar 

solvent. That, in addition to the strong preference for the anion to remain in the aqueous phase on 

the basis of solubility leads to the conclusion that the SCN- is interacting with the micelles and is 

not present only in the bulk organic phase. From this analysis, it is most probable that the SCN- 

ions are in the aqueous micelle interior, due to the large shift in the vibrational frequency. 

However, because there is no appreciable change in the FWHM, it appears that SCN- is not in 

multiple environments in the micelle, similar to what is seen for SCN- in bulk aqueous solvent. 

Because the radius of the micelle is small, there may only be one environment or a steric issue 

with too many SCN molecules in the micelle. Based on the concentrations used, there is roughly 

0.5mmols of DTAB in the solution corresponding to 11.7µmol of micelles based on using the 

average number of molecules in an aggregate50. The quantity of NaSCN in solution was varied 

over a range from 3 to 10µmol. Thus, it is most likely for a single SCN- ion to sit in a micelle; 

this minimizes the effects of the ions interacting in the small aqueous cavity and also allows for 

the easier determination of the location of the ion. So, based on this analysis it is probable that 

since only a single thiocyanate is in a micelle on average that there is only one chemical 

environment that it spends most of its time in.  

 Contrast that with the spectra for the roughly double radius micelles formed by CTAB. 

There are clearly two peaks broadening the main CN stretch and a shoulder at a higher frequency 
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than the thiocyanate reference in DCM. The broadening could be due to some of the probes 

residing in the micelle monolayer potentially, or perhaps from some being in the organic phase. 

What is interesting is that the lower frequency band seen in the DTAB spectrum is now split into 

two species separated by 15cm-1. Since the concentrations of the micelles and the NaSCN are on 

the same scale as for CTAB, it is now likely that due to the increased size of the micelle there are 

multiple environments that the probe spends substantial time in. It would make intuitive sense 

for this to mean that the aqueous phase is now large enough that the probe can be in a “bulk-like” 

region and an interfacial constrained region. This idea could be tested using the intermediately 

sized TTAB to see if it follows the trend seen here where the aqueous cavity enlarges to the point 

that the center is “bulk-like”. If one of the bands is larger for TTAB than the seemingly equal 

area seen in the CTAB spectrum then it is likely that band is caused by different chemical 

environments in the aqueous phase. 

 

3.3.4: Future Directions 

 Using CTAB, it appears that multiple chemical environments are present for the 

thiocyanate ion, which influences the vibrational frequency of the stretching mode. The 

electrostatic attraction of the probe to the head groups of the micelle could allow for easily 

studying the micelle-water interface directly. Further work is needed to determine the exact 

distribution of the locations the probe inhabits in the micelle. Varying the amount of thiocyanate 

molecules added so that they are in excess to the number of micelles in the system, varying the 

temperature, and changing the solvent properties could help unravel the different chemical 

environments. It is possible that with increasing thermal energy in the system the thiocyanate 

ions could sample the different environments in the micelle more rapidly as the electrostatic 
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attraction to the ammonium head groups is overcome by the increased internal energy. To 

determine if there is substantial electrostatic attraction to the ammonium head group, the pH of 

the solution can be varied. By protonating some of the thiocyanate ions (pKa ~1.1 so it is 

difficult to achieve full protonation), the negative-positive ion interaction would perhaps be 

partially quenched, as there is now only a positive-neutral interaction between the head group 

and the thiocyanate. If the signal for one of the bands in the CTAB spectrum decreases, this 

could certainly be one of the possible reasons. Using 2DIR spectroscopy, it may be possible to 

determine the timescales for switching from one environment, perhaps non-covalently 

interacting with the micelle interface, to another more bulk aqueous environment. If the 

timescale is slow enough, ultrafast spectroscopy might not even need to be used to determine the 

sampling rate. Ultimately, a model could be created to look at the mobility of small solutes in 

reverse micelles and their spatial distribution depending on factors like pH and temperature, with 

applications in drug delivery systems. 

 It is also worth noting that BCT with a carboxylic acid group could be used as a probe as 

well since its negative charge in neutral pH solutions mimics that of the thiocyanate ion. If a 

method can be found to incorporate BCT into the micelle membrane exclusively, then the 

carbonyl ligands can be dissociated using UV radiation and a study of the rebinding timescales 

can be used to look directly at the size of the micelle and the electronic environment of the 

constrained water. The timescale for rebinding could be used to estimate the distance travelled 

by the carbonyl ligand, giving rise to a sort of molecular “tape measurer” to determine the 

relative size of the micelle cavity. This sort of a controlled diffusive study could give new insight 

into the timescales of cellular level processes, which are often controlled by diffusion. 
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 One ongoing investigation in the group involves determining why the higher frequency 

carbonyl symmetric stretch is more resistant to spectral diffusion than the lower frequency 

asymmetric stretches. Another graduate student has been studying the charge transfer bands of 

Re(CO)3(bpy)Cl51, abbreviated as ReCl. To determine if higher frequency modes in ReCl are 

less susceptible to coupling to the fluctuating electric medium that represents a solvent, DFT 

frequency calculations can be used with point charges. By choosing a variety of different 

configurations for the point charges placed on a sphere of a set radius from the center of the 

molecule and looking at the standard deviation of the frequencies for each mode, we can 

determine the susceptibility of modes to a charged environment that is constantly in flux. This 

approach seeks to deconstruct the solvent molecules into points of electric charge; averaging 

over a large number of configurations should give an accurate picture of how susceptible to 

electronic coupling each vibrational mode frequency is in a solvent environment. Some general 

technical difficulties exist with the implementation in Gaussian, the most important of which is 

the usage of Z-matrix coordinates. The Z-matrix coordinate system defines a dihedral angle 

between atoms as only from 0 to 180 degrees. If you have linear bonds like a carbonyl, the Z-

matrix implantation often crashes. Crashing occurs because unless there is knowledge of which 

direction the bond will optimize in, it is easy to break the simulation with bond angles greater 

than 180º. This problem has been slightly overcome in recent simulations; we have collected 

enough preliminary data to say that it is indeed possible that the symmetric higher frequency 

stretch is coupled less strongly to the solvent fluctuations, but not enough to be analytically sure. 

Therefore, more computations need to be run to get more point charge configurations and a 

smaller chance that the results are in error. 
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Chapter 4. Conclusions 

 While widely used by organic chemists to determine the extent of a reaction based on the 

functional groups for compound identification, infrared spectroscopy is also heavily utilized by 

physical chemists to elucidate the dynamics of chemical systems. 2DIR is a commonly used tool 

to look at ultrafast timescales by examining how a vibrationally excited mode relaxes, through 

processes like intramolecular vibrational energy transfer and chemical exchange. Metal carbonyl 

compounds are excellent probes for 2DIR because the carbonyl vibrational stretching modes are 

intense and in the “clear window” of the infrared spectrum. Benzene chromium tricarbonyl 

(BCT) was characterized using FTIR and 2DIR spectroscopy and a number of interesting 

properties were investigated. First, the ability of the carbonyls to dissociate from the chromium 

metal upon excitation with UV radiation was studied with FTIR, finding that the carbonyls 

dissociate and rebind completely on a timescale of a few minutes. Using a new variant of 2DIR 

called “rapidly acquired spectral diffusion” or RASD, the internal torsional reaction coordinate 

of BCT that was studied by computational chemists was directly observed and found to occur on 

ultrafast single picosecond timescales. The torsional motion is characterized by the low barrier 

motion between two conformations of BCT, the “staggered” and “eclipsed” conformers. The 

periodic potential for the internal motion was mapped using DFT and was found to agree with 

the calculated values for the barrier to rotation in the literature. Directly probing the equilibrium 

motion of the essentially one-dimensional torsional reaction coordinate of BCT provides insight 

into some of the complications for design of a molecular nano-machine. Due to the solvent 

molecules being roughly the same size as the nano-motor components, the macroscopic model of 

friction breaks down. The solvent molecules are sterically hindered in their ability to damp the 
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motion of the rotor and form a “solvent cage” where the rotor is virtually unhindered by the 

solvent. 

 BCT was also used to investigate a variety of biologically relevant systems. Constrained 

water at protein interfaces behaves differently than the bulk water and transport properties may 

need to be modified to account for this difference. To determine whether BCT is an effective 

probe for these sorts of systems BCT was complexed with β-cyclodextrin, a simple model of a 

system containing a hydrophobic core and a hydrophilic exterior. Using the ability of UV 

radiation to dissociate the carbonyl ligands, the conformation of BCT in the cavity was able to be 

determined based on the rebinding times for the ligands. BCT sits in two conformations: an “up” 

and “down” conformer defined based on whether the carbonyl ligands are pointing out of, or 

into, the hydrophobic cavity, respectively. The ability to select different conformations through 

photodissociation of ligands could prove powerful for infrared studies of constrained water 

systems. For instance, a sample could be exposed to UV-radiation prior to a pump-probe or 

2DIR experiment in order to study only the carbonyls pointing into a cavity (since they rebind on 

faster timescales). 

 Finally, the groundwork for 2D studies of both BCT and NaSCN as probes for studying 

reverse micelle systems has been laid. Electrostatic attraction and repulsion needs to be taken 

into account in order to facilitate the association of small probe molecules to the micelle-water 

interface. It is important to also consider the relative solubility of the probe in the two phases; 

significant exchange across the micelle membrane could make it difficult to study only the 

micelle-water interface and the properties of the aqueous cavity. An attempt to use a cholesterol-

BCT complex to sit in the monolayer of AOT micelles with the BCT pointing into the aqueous 

phase was unsuccessful due to the strong preference for cholesterol to be located in the organic 
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phase. Using smaller, charged probes such as NaSCN and using oppositely charged micelle head 

groups proved more successful to localize the probes in the aqueous phase. Micelles are an ideal 

way to study the nature of constrained water, as size control of the micelle allows for the 

determination of the transition from constrained to “bulk-like” properties. The possibility to 

dissociate a carbonyl ligand and watch the timescale for rebinding could give new insight into 

the diffusive processes as they occur in cellular systems. 
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Chapter 6. DFT Optimized Structures 

 

Atom X (Å) Y (Å) Z (Å) 
 C   -1.633514 1.193773 -0.759884 
 C   -1.632165 -0.051273 -1.414499 
 C   -1.631979 -1.256182 -0.654300 
 C   -1.631209 -1.200452 0.751347 
 C   -1.632948 0.060235 1.415002 
 C   -1.632776 1.249500 0.663793 
 H   -1.594251 2.111662 -1.337685 
 H   -1.592630 -0.095034 -2.498250 
 H   -1.591560 -2.215505 -1.160182 
 H   -1.591024 -2.117087 1.331087 
 H   -1.593096 0.101952 2.498769 
 H   -1.593961 2.210063 1.167637 
 Cr  0.108540 0.000080 0.000168 
 C   1.192459 -0.794286 -1.285245 
 C   1.193353 -0.715260 1.330590 
 C   1.191431 1.511215 -0.045787 
 O   1.842357 2.468407 -0.074941 
 O   1.845694 -1.168546 2.173057 
 O   1.843905 -1.297562 -2.099556 
 
 
 
 
Atom X (Å) Y (Å) Z (Å) 
 C   1.646534 -1.359415 0.416087 
 C   1.630801 -1.028416 -0.960196 
 C   1.647902 0.322515 -1.381703 
 C   1.627880 1.349345 -0.407477 
 C   1.642655 1.037857 0.973014 
 C   1.624183 -0.319300 1.375473 
 H   1.610657 -2.397004 0.730021 
 H   1.589098 -1.820273 -1.702291 
 H   1.613773 0.568589 -2.437512 
 H   1.584195 2.387765 -0.722073 
 H   1.605145 1.828759 1.714310 
 H   1.576894 -0.565567 2.432004 
 Cr  -0.108625 0.000245 -0.000698 
 C   -1.192792 -1.106026 -1.027424 
 C   -1.194803 1.441466 -0.445495 
 C   -1.198270 -0.336605 1.467486 
 O   -1.853880 -0.550537 2.397613 

Staggered Isomer 
Energy = -1616.7478 Hartrees 
 

Eclipsed Isomer 
Energy = -1616.7474 Hartrees 
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 O   -1.848067 2.355323 -0.726221 
 O   -1.845217 -1.806870 -1.678430 
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